
their urine for glucose achieved similar improvements in
glycaemic control. 8

If patients are to monitor their blood glucose concentra-
tions then careful teaching is required, particularly in older
patients. A study of self monitoring published in this week's
journal found that almost half the patients made substantial
errors, often because of cognitive or physical impairment
(p 1194).9 Visual interpretation of strips was another cause of
error, and many doctors, having seen records of blood glucose
concentrations that seem to be a random selection of the
numbers 11, 17, or 28, will doubt that blood glucose
monitoring is more informative than urine testing. Meters
may improve accuracy but may themselves be a source of
error if wiping the stick or pressing the button to start the
timer is required. For older patients meters that do not
require either of these actions are preferable.
An important finding of Campbell and colleagues was that

capillary and venous blood glucose concentrations measured
by patients at home were significantly lower than concentra-
tions measured at the clinic-a phenomenon that they call
white coat hyperglycaemia (analagous to white coat hyperten-
sion) and attribute to stress.9 The authors suggest that clinic
visits should be made as stress free as possible and that other
ways of rapidly assessing diabetic control, such as glycosy-
lated haemoglobin, should be available. In fact, because
fasting plasma glucose correlates closely with glycosylated
haemoglobin '°" (and hence control) the cheapest and most
effective way of monitoring glycaemic control is for practice
nurses to measure fasting blood concentrations every three
months. 12
The two problems with this strategy are that patients may

not actually be fasting and, more importantly, practice nurses
may not have been trained to measure blood glucose concen-
trations accurately enough. Studies of the accuracy ofhospital
nurses suggest that auditing the performance of practice

nurses would be worthwhile. For example, in a Canadian
teaching hospital 40% of readings by nurses deviated by more
than 20% from laboratory results. 3 In a study in four
hospitals Lawrence et al found that readings were accurate
only in the hospital where nurses had to prove their technique
and accuracy each year before being allowed to measure blood
glucose concentrations.'4 Some British hospitals have intro-
duced quality assurance schemes for such measurements;
they should be mandatory in general practice. Diabetic
patients will inevitably produce dud results if their teachers
are incompetent.

ROBERT TATTERSALL
Professor of Clinical Diabetes,
University Hospital,
Nottingham NG7 2UH
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Pregnancy and ionising radiation

Most occupational exposure adds little to background levels

About a quarter of a million people are occupationally
exposed to ionising radiation in Britain.' A fifth of these are
women, nearly all working in the health services or as aircrew.
What advice should they be given about pregnancy?

Large doses of radiation are harmful, yet we cannot
accurately determine the risks of small doses because any
small increase in cancer or inherited disease is masked by the
natural variation in these conditions. The effects of small
doses of ionising radiation are probably not analogous to
small insults of heat, cold, trauma, or poison, which have
thresholds below which no injury occurs. Ionising radiation
deposits its energy in very small, subatomic sized volumes.
At a point of ionisation the energy deposited per unit mass is
similar to that at the centre of an atomic explosion. It causes
injury to chromosomes, and this injury occurs at very low
doses.2 Trends of increasing rates of cancer are seen in
workers in the atomic power industry exposed at low dose
rates and to low doses.3
The harm done by ionising radiation depends on two

factors: the effect per unit dose and the dose received. With
regard to induction of cancer, for exposures in utero the Inter-
national Commission on Radiological Protection assumes for
a lifetime a nominal fatality probability coefficient "at most a
few times that for the population as a whole."4 The population

figure is 5%/Sv. Non-fatal cancers also occur. The National
Radiological Protection Board suggests that in childhood the
excess cancer rate after fetal exposure is 6%/Sv, half of the
cases being expected to be fatal.5 The excess risk of fatal
cancer over a lifetime after a fetal exposure is estimated at
around 1 in 10 000/mSv.
The genetic risk in the female varies with the degree of

development in the oocyte. In the human the first reduction
division (meiosis) of the oocyte begins in the fetus but is
arrested in the diplotene phase after DNA replication has
occurred. The oocyte stays in this arrested state until some
weeks before ovulation when the first meiotic division is com-
pleted. The second reduction division then starts and is
completed after fertilisation. Animal experiments suggest,
and observations in women confirm, that during the long
resting diplotene phase, lasting through childhood and early
adult life, the oocytes are, resistant to radiation induced
mutations and translocations.

In contrast, the oocytes in multilayered and Graafian
follicles are more sensitive to genetic injury, particularly
between metaphase I and metaphase II-the period from six
or seven weeks before ovulation. The beginning of this
sensitive period coincides with the formation of the zona
pellucida and a change in the nuclear morphology of the
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oocyte. In the radioresistant diplotene phase the chromo-
somes are surrounded by a thick sheath of ribonucleoprotein
granules, which is greatly thinned in the more sensitive
phases.6 (No such mechanisms are apparent to protect the
male germ cell.)

Perhaps after diagnostic examinations entailing large
ovarian doses (for example, barium enema with a mean dose
of 16 mSv or computed tomography of the pelvis with a mean
dose of 25 mSv) we should advise women not to become
pregnant for a few months. The overall risk coefficient of
hereditary disease is assessed at 0.8%/Sv for the whole
population.5 For a fetus with a full expectation of reproduc-
tion a figure at least two or three times larger should be taken.

In pregnancy there are also potential risks to organogenesis,
especially with regard to the brain. From eight to 15 weeks
after conception ionising radiation may reduce intelligence by
003 IQ points per mSv,4 but there is probably a threshold
for this form of injury, and the size of its effect is anyway
insignificant at the doses likely to be received.
The doses that fetuses receive when their mothers are

occupationally exposed are mostly reassuringly small. Film
badges, normally worn at workers' waists, measure the dose
at that point. Owing to attenuation by tissue the fetus will
receive a smaller dose-a reasonable estimate is half the dose
received by diagnostic workers (for example, radiographers).
No reduction should be allowed for the more penetrating
radiations of radiotherapy or nuclear medicine.
Most occupationally exposed women work in radio-

diagnosis. In a study of diagnostic workers by the Royal
College of Radiologists and the British Institute of Radiology
93% had a recorded badge dose of zero and in only 03% was
the dose greater than 2 mSv a year.7 Brachytherapy nurses
received an average annual badge dose of 4.8 mSv, sealed
source technicians 6-2 mSv, and radiotherapy theatre nurses
14.1 mSv.8 (When after loading techniques are fully in use
these doses should be substantially lower.) Aircrew form the
other large affected group. By flying at high altitude for 200
hours aircrew will receive a dose of about 1 mSv; in a
Concorde it takes about 80 hours to accumulate 1 mSv.9
Few workers are likely to exceed the International Com-

mission on Radiological Protection's suggested dose limit in
pregnancy of 2 mSv to the abdominal wall after pregnancy is

declared.4 (This happens when the woman tells her employer
she is pregnant; until then the ordinary dose limits for a
worker apply.) Similarly, few are likely to exceed the prob-
able, though still to be agreed, European limit of 1 mSv,
similarly measured. For the few female workers exposed
internally to radionuclides the intake should be limited to a
twentieth of the annual limit on intake after the pregnancy
is declared.4 Exposure to natural radiation during pregnancy
varies in different parts of Britain from 0 5 to 2 mSv.7
The public worries, probably excessively, about ionising

radiation. An American study found that groups of women
and students ranked the hazard from nuclear power ahead of
smoking, alcohol, and motor vehicles; actuarial assessment
placed it 20th in a list of hazards.9 Doctors should not fall
into the same trap of overemphasising the hazard of ionising
radiation. Ifwomen stop work to avoid radiation the resulting
financial loss could be more harmful to a fetus than the
ionising radiation that has been avoided. For most exposed
workers the dose is so small as to be negligible. The few
workers receiving larger doses should be encouraged to
declare their pregnancy early so that their pattern of work
can be altered to reduce their exposure. Pregnancy should
not result in financial penalty because this might delay
declaration.
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Practice reports

Counterproductive chore, samizdat, or constructive exercise?

Annual practice reports containing information on the
activities, workload, and aims of general practices have
existed for over 15 years,' 2 but the data have varied in quality,
and the reports have been criticised for not drawing conclu-
sions or suggesting future plans.3 Since April last year annual
reports have been mandatory and must fulfil specific require-
ments.4 Details of doctors and all practice employees, includ-
ing their training and qualifications, must be supplied. So
must information on the floor space, design, and quality of
practice premises.

Reports should document the numbers of inpatient and
outpatient referrals by specialty and the use of hospital
radiological and pathological facilities. In keeping with the
spirit of the new contract, more detail is required about time
spent working outside the practice-for example, fulfilling
educational and other professional commitments. The prac-

tice report must also give information on how patients'
comments on the provision of services are taken into account
and how repeat prescriptions are arranged.

Like so much else in the new contract, these requirements
are inadequately thought out. Little consideration has been
given to existing efforts by general practitioners to standardise
core data, pioneered in the Grampian region5 and endorsed
by other interested general practitioners in Chesterfield,6
Cardiff,7 and Bristol.8 Similarly, the indices developed by the
Oxford general practice outcomes project (TOGPOP) were
ignored.9 Though the impetus for practice reports may have
come from the Royal College of General Practitioners, the
compulsory report now required by the government has a
mainly bureaucratic function. As Wilton put it, "sadly [it is]
based on cost effectiveness rather than quality of care."3

Apparently, most general practices have submitted reports
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